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Tin is considered as an anode material in lithium ion batteries, since it exhibits a high storage capability for lithium ions,
of about 800 mAh/g. Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of using tin is that high mechanical stress is introduced in
the material when intercalating lithium, leading to accelerated electrode degradation and consequently to an
unacceptable short liftime of the corresponding electrochemical cell.
In this work we are studying the intercalation of lithium in tin on an atomic scale using different experimental
techniques, like transmission electron microsopy (TEM), tomographic atom probe (TAP), or galvanostatic titration.

The TAP technique provides an atomic resolution in
all three dimensions: A needel-shape tip with a
curvature at the apex of less than 100 nm is serving
as a sample. An electrical voltage and an additional
high power laser pulse are applied to the tip and lead
to a controlled evaporation of surface atoms. These
atoms are accelerated towards a position-sensitive
detector. Measuring the impact position of the evaporated atoms and
their time of flight, allows to perform an element specific, three
dimensional reconstruction of the tip, and analyse its structure with
atomic resolution.

Tin tips are prepared via electropolishing
and serve as a working electrode (WE) in
a electrolytic cell. Using a three electrode
configuration they are charged and
discharged vs. a Li counter electrode
(CE), and simultaneously their voltage is
measured vs. a Li reference electrode.
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The lithium concentration within the tin tip
is controlled by the voltage of the tip vs. the
l i t h i u m
reference
electrode.

Tin nano wires are
prepared by electro-
plating tin into the pores
of a polycarbonate (PC)
membrane: For this
purpose, the PC mem-
brane is deposited
oneside by a thin Pt layer

and subsequently used as a cathode during electroylic
deposition of tin. After deposition, the pc membrane is
dissolved by an organic solvent, resulting in free-standig
tin nano wires, which exhibit a length of about 20µm and
a diameter of about 100 nm, i.e. an aspect ratio of about
200.
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Isolated nanowires will
serve as needle-shape tips
used for TAP measure-
ments. This will help to
uncover the mechanism of
lithium intercalation and the resulting volume expansion.

These nano wire arrays can be considered as potential
high performance anodes, due to their large surface area
(>> high possible charge and discharge rates at moderate
current densities) and their
large free volume (>>
increased cycle life due to
reduction of mechanical
stress).
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